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Teagle Roterra Power Harrow
Watch a demo of the Roterra
Offer ends – 31.03.14

Isle of Wight Open Day
25th March 3pm til late
Join us at our depot at Long Lane in Newport 
for a Hog roast, bar and music. We’ll have a large 
range of tractors and machinery on display and fantastic 
‘Open Day’ deals. 

Special Offer

New Holland 
BR7060 
Baler
SPECIAL RUN 
OUT PRICE
Contact your local 
salesman for details.

1 only

stock machine

£7750
+ VAT



Kuhn  Grassland 
Take a closer look at the Kuhn stock we have coming in 
soon. 0% finance is available on selected models until 30th 
April 2014 - talk to your local sales rep to find out more. 

Mowers 

PZ170 and PZ190 - Reliable and 
economical the PZ170 and PZ190 drum 
mowers provide high-quality technology 
and working widths from1.65 to 2.10 m. 
The KUHN drum mower is suitable for small 
to medium-sized farms. These models 
are quipped with 2 flat sided drums and 
rotating saucers. 

GMD 66 - Rear three-point mounted mowers - oval discs - compact, protected 
mower unit - ground pressure adjustment spring - compact unit for transport - 
tried and tested reliability.

Mower conditioners

FC 243 and FC283 - Rear 3-point hitch 
mounted - Conditioning rotor with nylon 
fingers or pivoting steel fingers or rubber 
rollers, offering numerous adjustment 
possibilities - Non-Stop safety release 
activated by pivoting the mowing unit 
rearwards - Reinforced disc cutterbar 
-Central articulation and LIFT CONTROL® 

FC302G – GYRODINE pivoting headstock - 
renown cutterbar of outstanding reliability - 
free swinging finger conditioner and comb 
or roller conditioner for delicate crops - 
wide adjustment range of the swath width.

Tedders

GF502 - Pivoting 3-point attachment 
- rotors driven by DIGIDRIVE® case 
hardened forged steel multiple finger 
coupling - articulated frame for perfect 
adaptation to ground unevenness - 
Vertical hydraulic folding - 180° folding of 
the outer rotors for reduced transport and 
storage dimensions.

GF6502 - Small diameter rotors for 
excellent tedding quality and fast 
drying - Rotor driven by DIGIDRIVE® 
finger couplings - High capacity gearbox 
requiring no maintenance - Easy 
pitch angle adjustment - Maximum 
compactness for transport – high level of 
equipment.

Watch the GF series in action
 

Haybob 300 - The central delivery Haybob 300 and side delivery Haybob 
360 tedder-rake combinations have adjustable tines that are kept in the 
horizontal working position by centrifugal force. The tines float through the 
stubble to move all the crop. To switch from tedding to raking you need to 
reposition the adjustable tines, swing the crop deflectors and adjust the 
wheels. Thanks to thepivoting headstock the machine locks when lifted.

Rakes
GA4321 - Three-point mounted - 
pivoting headstock with dampener - 
wide axle - fully enclosed MASTERDRIVE 
gearbox - tangential tine arm / cam track 
operation - removable tine arms reduce 
the space requirement for transport and 
storage - high number of tine arms and 

tines per arm - swath deflector arm mounted on a parallelogram frame.

GA4521 - 3-point hitch mounted - 
Pivoting headstock with dampener 
- Wide wheel axles -MASTERDRIVE 
gearboxes - Tangential tine arm 
operation - Removable tine arms 
for minimum overall dimensions for 
transport and storage - Large number 
of tine arms and tines per arm.

GA6501 - 2-point semi-mounted - 2 
rotors with central delivery - adjustable 
working width - 3D suspension of 
the rotors - high number of tine 
arms - tangential tine arm/cam track 
operation - fully enclosed gearboxes .

GA7501 - 2 point semi-mounted hitch - 
high yield - variable working width - large 
number of tine arms - tangential drive tine 
arms - completely enclosed gearboxes - 
contour following using bogie axles or 3D 
articulation - user-friendly adjustment of 
raking height using crank handles.

See the GA 7501 in action

Shredders
VKM 280 - Shredder with horizontal 
axis - Multipurpose shredder for vine 
shoots, wood prunings, brushwood, 
topping work and grass - Helical rotor 
fitted with forged hammer knives - Two 
counter-blades standard - Collecting 
harrow optional - Compact machine - 
Low build and rounded profiles.

BPR 305 – Shredder with horizontal axis - Multiple purpose shredder 
for vine shoots, prunings, brushwood, pasture land and grass - Front 
or rear mount -helical rotor fitted with forged hammer knives - two 
counter-knives as standard.

TL 150 - Ideally suited to cutting grass and for landscape maintenance 
- Machine can be adapted for use on reverse drive station tractors – 
Adapted to low power tractors - two types of knives available (pallet 
knives or universal knives) - Height control by roller.

Fertilisers
40.1 Axis Fertiliser spinner - Even more 
precision with the AXIS 40.1 H EMC - 
The hydraulic disc drive is independent 
of the engine speed: fertilizer 
distribution respected, lower engine 
speed for fuel saving, border on the left 
or the right, adjustable working width. 

For full details on these machines, please visit www.kuhn.co.uk



Chainsaw Training
10% off a new Stihl chainsaw or Stihl 
safety kit if you provide evidence of 
completing an accredited chainsaw 
course. If you haven’t been on a course 
yet, get 10% of a course with Atlas 
Tree Care when you buy a new Stihl 
chainsaw from C&O. Ask your local 
depot for details. 

 £400 cashback on a selected 

range of Honda Lawn Tractors 

until 31st March 2014. *

C & O NEWS
Congratulations to Allister Bone from our Blandford 
Parts department and Dan Colborne from Wilton Parts 
department who have both achieved the ‘CNH Certified 
Parts Counter’ award. This was a new standard, launched 
by CNH in 2013 and C&O are the first dealer in the country 
to have two staff qualified at this level.  

Socket sets 
from £68.28

Combi Drill 
£233.33

(Blandford Depot)

*Stock may vary in each 
store, check with your local 
depot for availability.

Draper Tools in stock in your local 
agricultural stores*

3 piece saw 
set £41.16

Honda 2 for 1 on all Versatool  

attachments - until  31st March 2014

£100 cashback on a selected range of Honda Core Mowers and £50 Cashback on a selected range of Honda Izy Mowers and £100 cashback on Honda Core Mowers until 31st July 2014. *

*See C&O Garden Machinery for full details and terms & conditions.www.candogardenmachinery.com



Ben Best    07980 730 244

Matthew Davies         07887 506211 

Used Tractors & Machinery

New Holland TS115A, 04, SLE, 4500 hours, 18.4x38, 4 spools     Reduced  £24,000
JF Trailed Mower Conditioner     £2950
Kuhn Fc 313 Rear Mounted Mower Conditioner    £7250
Bomford Falcon 6T Plift 2008     £8850
Pz Haybob       £495
Teagle Tomahawk 404 Roundbale Strawchopper - Choice of two  £1350
Mcconnel Topper 9 Hd 9’M Rotary Topper    £1350
Kuhn Ga 4521 2003      £3950
Amazone ZAm Maxis (3 Bag) Twin Disc Spinner    £2650
EZGO Golf Buggy, V good condition    £1250
Marshall 5 ton utility trailer     £2350
New Holland 650 Round Baler - Off Farm condition  £1950
Amazone ZAM Fertilizer Spreader    £1750
New Holland 750 Round baler - Excellent   £4950
18’ silage feed trailer      £950

NEW MACHINERY IN STOCK

• Kuhn Rakes, Tedders & Mowers 
• Watson Rollers, Excellent Value
• Shelbourne Reynolds Spring Harrows 
• Warwick 10 ton 25’ twin axle bale trailers 
• Teagle Power Harrow 3. 0m packer, levelling bar
• Teagle 8100 trailed strawchopper - Always in stock
• Abbey 1600 gallon tanker
• Twose, A.G. yardscrapers

Prices exclude VAT       E&OE

T6080 
09, Front linkage & Pto, Range 

Command, Tidy Tractor

£33,500

T5030   
New Holland T5030, 2WD, complete 

with Quicke 40 loader, 570 hours, 
Excellent condition.

£18,500 

T6020  
4WD tractor, ‘11’, 2873 hours, AC

24x24 dual command transmission
16.9 x 38 tyres, Quicke 40 loader. Tidy.

£29,950

T7.235  
New Holland T7.235 Auto command, 

sidewinder armrest, 50K, airbrakes, exhaust 
brakes, front linkage with mid mount and 

joystick. 2500 hours. £57,500

T5030 
New Holland T5030 – 2011, lefthand 

powershuttle, 2011, 2WD. 
Very good condition

TX64 Combine Harvester
Available now due to late delivery of 

new combine. 620/75/30, chopper A/C

New Holland BOOMER 2030
244 hours, Very tidy, 9x3 synchro gearbox, 

Ag tyres, Rops, 2011 - £12,250

New Holland Combine Harvester
Ex Demo, 2012, Intellisteer ready, 208 

engine hours/137 drum hours, 30 foot vari 
feed header complete with twin axle trolley

T5.105
4WD complete with Quicke 46 loader, 

LH Power shuttle, Deluxe Spec, Ex-
College, Excellent condition. In Soon. 

Polaris Sportsman 800 
Twin Automatic, Tyres very good,

Tow hitch, £3700

Merlo 40.7
Boom suspension, air conditioning, 

air seat, 24” tyres.1800 hours, excellent 
condition. £32,500

Bomford Falcon 6T 
Hedgetrimmer 

EP2 controls, Axle mounted. £8850

USED NEW HOLLAND & USED MACHINERY

Coming Soon


